Goodloading offer for furniture
manufacturing companies

Goodloading is an application for load planning in the cargo space. The algorithm
places loads in the semi-trailer so that they use its space to its fullest capacity.
Goodloading can be used not only in road transport or for containers.

WHY IS IT WORTH IT?
Planning the load for standard cargo usually does not require the use of additional
tools by the planner. A large number of loads stacked in a proper order may be a
challenge, however. That is why so many furniture manufacturers are interested in
the application.

The 3D visualisation of the load and the ability to work with own load and vehicle
dimensions allow for saving time required for the calculations. Sending a completed
project to another person accelerates the loading process and minimises the risk
that something will not fit in. If the entire space is not loaded, Goodloading will
suggest other spaces (trucks or containers) that will be suitable for the loads.
Choosing a smaller vehicle usually generates lower costs.

Goodloading is becoming more and more popular among furniture
manufacturers due to its ability to quickly calculate the space for loads
of various sizes and weights.

KEY FUNCTIONS
We asked the persons that plan the furniture arrangement at Goodloading to list the
most important features. They listed:

the ability to load irregular cargo

transport optimisation: fitting all the goods in the space
on the route to the customer or a warehouse

indicating the recommended cargo space by the program,
particularly for manufacturers that do not have their own fleet

the ability to upload a CSV file with a load list

loading draft in the form of a link or a PDF file

Goodloading is constantly updated—practically every month, we
implement further features that our users request. If you have any
suggestions or questions regarding the application, please contact us.

PRICE
Goodloading is available in free and PRO version. In the free version, the user
is not able to add his own dimensions of vehicles and loads to the application.
However, we encourage you to test it to decide whether the functions provided
meet your needs.

Test to check if it’s
worth buying

2

EUR

7 days

Subscription
12 months

13

EUR

per month

Subscription
3 months

17

EUR

per month

Subscription
1 months

20

per month
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